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straight transit line from north to south and without the illadvised delivery loop subway now planned, which would tend
to duplicate in Philadelphia the evils of Chicago s congested
business center. Through-Routing. The logical method of
transportation in any large city must be on a through-routing
plan to be efficient. This shows beyond question that a train
should not pass through the delivery district more than once in
each direction per single trip. (See Diagrams, pages 48 and 49.)
A rapid transit line for the purpose for which these are built in
Philadelphia should be double-ended whenever possible,
serving a residential district on each end and the business
district in the central section, so that the expensive subway in
the central section, which acts as a terminal of the two lines,
may be used efficiently in both directions. This is known as
through-routing method of...
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I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na Hintz
Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa R eing er
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